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The ELITE YTH model motorised drum is designed for operation in 
temperatures of –20° C to +40° C,  and is suitable also for 
installation in conveyors where the conveyed material exceeds 
60° C.  Operation in work environments at altitudes up to 1000 
meters is also possible. 

With it’s European design technology background, the YTH model 
consists of a pulley, connected to a drive and electric motor, 
featuring hardened gears for it’s planetary gear drive. 

Low noise, high capacity with over-load and large power range. 

YTH Model 
External Gear-
Reducing Motorised 
Drum 
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Notes: 
1. If you need to stop-reverse motorised drum with rotating direction different from the above, this must be given at the time of 
enquiry/order. 
2. Please note the type of YTH-III in your enquiry, as it is divided into four types.
3. If the drum surface needs to be rubber covered, or covered in other materials, this must be specified in the enquiry/order. 

YTH 
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The ELITE YT model motorised drum (oil-filled) is a product developed for medium 
to large type belt conveyors, it’s background of European Technology provides 
high-precision advanced planetary gearing and low noise advantages. 

Fully sealed, the YT motorised drum is suitable for operation in humid, dusty 
environments and high load conditions, suitable for driving conveyors in 
machinery such as stackers, reclaimers, mining, plant and out-loading conveyors at 
port facilities. 

YT Model 
High Performance Motorised Drum 

YT Model Parameter List 
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YT 

Notes: 
1. The YT type oil-filled motorised drum can be made to operate in only one direction if required.
2. The YT type oil-filled motorised drum can be made to meet special requirements of our 

EHP model oil-filled motorised drum 
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The ELITE TDY model motorised drum (oil-filled) is 
widely installed in general purpose conveying, light-
medium duty applications as a cost effective drive 
system offering a wide range of power and belt speeds. 

TDY Model 
Motorised Drum 
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TDY Model Parameter List 
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TDY 

TDY  model oil-filled motorised drum 
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The ELITE YD model motorised drum (oil-filled) is a design of 
proven European technology, having many advantages including 
high-efficiency, light weight, low noise, long service life and is 
widely used in applications including the food industry, postal 
departments, airport luggage handling, and other light industrial 
applications.  

YD Model 
Oil-Filled Motorised Drum 

YD Model Technical Information 
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YD 
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DY Model 
Motorised Drum 

The ELITE DY model motorised drum (oil-filled) is designed as a 
compact drive system for use in compact light-medium duty 
conveyor applications such as portable conveyors where reliability 
in a compact, safe, light weight drive system is required. 

DY Model Parameter List 
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DY 




